
 

Installation Instructions 
for Kodlin Splined Peg Adapters K73250 K73251 K73252 

 

Caution: Pay close attention when removing your existing pegs. Some models have very small parts that can 
fly away and hit you in the face/eye or get lost. 

Identify peg mount 

1. Identify your peg mount and note parts for assembly. HD has used three variations for the most part 
over the years. 

a. Driver peg, pin, spring, and retaining clip 
b. Passenger peg, plate, pin, retaining clip, spring, and ball bearing (under plate at yellow arrow 

when in riding position) 
c. Typical HD male mount peg, pin, retaining pin, and wavy washer. 

a.   b.    c.  

2. Matches to these splined adapters. 
a. Splined driver peg adapter K73250 
b. Splined passenger peg adapter K73251 
c. Splined HD male mount peg adapter K73252 (looks like K3251 but it’s thinner. Very common on 

older models) 
  

a.   b.   c.  
 
Splined Driver Peg Adapter K73250 

1. Remove the retaining clip and paying careful attention to the way the spring is attached to existing peg 
remove the pin. Save the pin, spring, and retaining clip for reuse later. 

2. Insert spring into splined driver adapter and insert back into peg mount making sure other end of 
spring is inserted into peg mount. Align spring and adapter with the peg mount and push pin back into 
the assembly. 

3. Install retaining clip and test for proper movement and spring back. 



4. Repeat steps 1-3 for other side. 

 

Splined Passenger Peg Adapter K73251 

Note: There is a plate, spring, and small ball bearing. Be careful when pulling peg out of the plate. Suggest 
wrapping a small rag around it to catch the spring and bearing if you are not familiar with the removal of these 
parts.  

1. Remove the retaining clip and carefully remove the pin holding the peg in the mount until ready to 
capture the spring and ball bearing. Save the hardware for later use. 

2. On the splined passenger peg adapter there is a small hole drilled next to the thru hole for the pin. 
Carefully install the spring into this hole facing in the up position then rest the ball bearing on top of 
the spring. 

3. Carefully press down on the ball bearing as you slide the plate onto peg adapter. Align the plate with 
pin hole and set bearing into detent hole in plate. As shown with yellow arrow in picture 1b from first 
section. 

4. Install this assembly into peg mount. Align the holes and install the pin and retaining clip. 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for other side 

Splined HD Male Ped Adapter K73252 

1. Remove the retaining clip, pin, wavy washer, and peg. Save hardware for later use. 

Note: Some older models may have bolt and nut instead of pin and retaining clip. 

2. Install wavy washer and male peg adapter onto peg mount.  
3. Align the pin holes and install the pin and retaining clip. 
4. Test for proper movement and no binding. 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for other side. 

 

 

For the latest install guides, video’s, FAQ’s. and Tech-Tip’s scan QR code! 
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